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 BEFORE THE ARKANSAS WORKERS’ COMPENSATION COMMISSION

                       CLAIM NO. F704587

ROBERT WHITE, EMPLOYEE CLAIMANT

ARKANSAS STATE HIGHWAY &  
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT,
EMPLOYER/PUBLIC EMPLOYEE 
CLAIMS DIVISION, CARRIER                           RESPONDENTS #1

SECOND INJURY FUND                                  RESPONDENT #2 

DEATH & PERMANENT TOTAL
DISABILITY TRUST FUND                               RESPONDENT #3
                 

                  OPINION FILED JULY 23,2008

Hearing was held before ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE CHANDRA HICKS, 
in Little Rock, Pulaski County, Arkansas.

The claimant was represented by The Honorable M. Keith Wren,
Attorney at Law, Little Rock, Arkansas.  

Respondents #1 were represented by The Honorable William Wharton,
Attorney at Law, Little Rock, Arkansas.

Respondent #2 was represented by The Honorable David Pake,
Attorney at Law, Little Rock, Arkansas.  

Respondent #3 represented by The Honorable Christy King.  Special 
Funds waived participation in the hearing based on the
stipulations and issues contained in the April 14, 2008,
Prehearing Order.  
     
 
                   STATEMENT OF THE CASE

     A hearing was held in the above-styled claim on June 2,

2008, in Little Rock, Arkansas.  A Prehearing Order was

previously entered in this case on April 14, 2008.  This

Prehearing Order set forth the stipulations offered by the
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parties, the issues to be litigated, and their respective

contentions.

     The following stipulations were submitted by the parties,

either in the Prehearing Order or at the start of the hearing,

and are hereby accepted:

     1.  The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has

jurisdiction of the within claim.

2.  The employee-employer-carrier relationship existed at

all relevant times, including April 18, 2007.

3.  Respondents #1 have accepted the claim and paid claimant

a 1% impairment, temporary total disability, and medical

benefits.

4.  The claimant’s compensation rates are $450.00 and

$338.00.

5.  Claimant reached maximum medical improvement as of July

20, 2007.

By agreement of the parties, the issues to be presented at the

hearing were as follows:

1.  Permanent and total disability compensation.

2.  Wage-loss disability.

3.  Second Injury Fund liability.

4.  Controverted attorney’s fees.

The claimant contends that he was employed with the Arkansas

Highway and Transportation Department for twenty-nine years when he
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sustained a second injury to his low back on April 18, 2007.  He

was assigned a 1% impairment rating for the new injury and has not

been able to return to work.  Claimant contends that he is

permanently totally disabled, or in the alternative, has sustained

wage-loss disability.

Respondents #1 contend that, in light of the appropriate wage-

loss factors, the claimant has not sustained any degree of wage-

loss disability in excess of his percentage of permanent anatomical

impairment.  In the alternative, the respondents  contend  that any

degree of wage-loss disability the claimant may have sustained

should be the responsibility of the Second Injury Fund.

Respondents #1 reserve the right to raise additional contentions

pending the completion of discovery.

Respondent #2 will state its contentions upon completion of

discovery.  At the time of the hearing, the Fund asserted that the

Second Injury Fund does not have liability in this case and the

claimant cannot prove entitlement to either permanent partial

disability in excess of his rating or permanent total disability.

  Respondent #3 contends that pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-

525(b)(1), the Second Injury Fund’s liability must be determined

prior to consideration of the Death and Permanent Total Disability

Trust Fund’s liability.  If the Second Injury Fund is found to not

have liability and the claimant is found to be permanently and

totally disabled, the Trust Fund stands ready to commence weekly
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benefits in compliance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-502.  Therefore,

the Trust Fund has not controverted the claimant’s entitlement to

benefits.  The Death and Permanent Total Disability Trust Fund may

state further contentions upon completion of discovery.

The documentary evidence submitted in this case consists of

the Commission’s Prehearing Order of April 14, 2008; the claimant’s

Prehearing Response; respondents #1's Prehearing Response; 

respondent #2's Prehearing Response; and respondent #3's Prehearing

Response, as these were all marked as Commission’s Exhibit No. 1.

Letter from Ms. Christy L. King was marked as Commission’s Exhibit

No. 2.  Respondents No. 1's letter from Dr. Scott Schlesinger was

marked as Respondents No. 1's Exhibit 1.  The Medical Exhibit List

of Second Injury Fund was marked as Second Injury Fund Exhibit No.

1.  Respondents’ Index of Medical Exhibits was marked as Joint

Exhibit No. 1.     

The following witness testified at the hearing: the claimant

and Mrs. Patricia White. 

                          DISCUSSION

             The claimant, age 54(1/27/54), has a 12th grade education with

some vocational training as a welder.  The claimant received a

certificate in welding some time around 1976 or 1977.  He denied

having ever used this training in any type of employment.  The

claimant went to work for the Highway Department in April of 1978.

     Previously, the claimant had worked for Platt Rogers in 
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Batesville for approximately five-and-a-half years.  According to

the claimant, he worked as stock boy and ran some machinery for

machined part.  He denied that this position involved any

particular skills.

    Upon employment with the Highway Department, the claimant

worked as a laborer for approximately six months.  After this, the

claimant performed duties as a mower operator and truck driver.  He

performed these duties until approximately 1986 or 1987.  The

claimant then performed duties as a backhoe operator, and about a

year later, he worked as a motor grader operator.  He agreed that

this is the job that he was performing at the time of his last

injury.  With respect to his job duties as a motor grader, the

claimant gave the following testimony: “Well, it’s a machine that

you blade material with as far as blading dirt for road-base and

gravel for road-base, hot mix for surface on the roads and ditch

work.”  The claimant agreed that this is a piece of heavy 

equipment, commonly referred to as a road grader.  He testified

that the physical requirements of the job entailed running the

machine and  keeping it serviced, which included keeping the oil,

blades and tires changed.  According to the claimant, he worked

eight hours about half the year and ten (10) hours from April until

October.  The claimant testified he spent probably half the day

standing and the other half running the motor grader depending on

the season.  He testified that he never had to lift more than
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twenty or thirty pounds.  However, the claimant testified he would

have to help with the blades, tires and wheels.  According to the

claimant, the blades weigh approximately a hundred pounds.

     With respect to his prior injury back in 1990, the claimant

agreed that he had a ruptured disc, for which he received medical

treatment.  According to the claimant, Dr. Ray Jouett removed part

of his disc.  The claimant testified that he does not know when or

how this injury occurred, as he just started hurting.  He testified

he was off from work due to this injury from February until July of

1990.  

     The claimant testified that he was able to return to work as

a motor grader operator after this injury.  He agreed that he was

able to do this job full duty.  The claimant denied having any sort

of restrictions or work restrictions or accommodations due to the

1990 back injury.  According to the claimant, in later years he

missed work due to this injury every now and then just from

soreness.   The claimant further testified that he sometimes missed

a couple of days now and then, but after he rested for a couple of

days, he was able to return to full duty.

    According to the claimant, his April injury occurred as a

result of him having made the wrong step, as he kind of twisted and

then something popped in his back.   The claimant testified that he

went to see his doctor the day or two days after that, Dr. Bates.

He further testified that Dr. Bates treated him for a muscle
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problem for about a week, and then he sent him for an MRI at

Batesville, and then to Dr. Schlesinger.  The claimant testified he

was treated with epidural injections, therapy, a TENS device, and

a traction device.  He admitted that his back condition is better

than it was when he first got hurt, but it is not good enough to

live with.  He admits he is taking Hydrocodone for pain, which has

been prescribed by Dr. Bates.  According to the claimant, he takes

it two to three times a day for pain.  The claimant testified that

it sometimes makes him drowsy and sometimes he has a little trouble

thinking, along with occasional dizziness.

     The claimant testified that as a result of his April of 2007

injury, he hurts all the time in the lower part of his back.  He

described his pain as “a burning pain, like coal.”  According to

the claimant, his pain is relieved by sitting in a recliner with

pillows under him.  He testified he is able to sleep only five or

six hours a night.  The claimant admitted he has worked for the

Highway Department just shy of twenty-nine years.  According to the

claimant, had this injury not occurred, he would have continued

working for several more years.  

    He testified that prior to his injury, he enjoyed fishing,

going in the woods in his jeep, working on vehicles and equipment

and mechanical things.  The claimant testified he has tried some

fishing, but is unable to ride around in the woods in his Jeep   

because he cannot stand the jarring anymore.  He did admit that he
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is able to drive.  However, the claimant testified that a vacation

to Branson was a struggle, as others had to do all of the driving.

According to the claimant, his injury has affected his ability to

do yard work, work on vehicles, and he is unable to sit or stand

for long periods of time.  He testified that the heaviest that he

has been able to lift since his injury has been five pounds or ten

on a good day.  The claimant denied that any other conditions

prevents him from returning to work, except his back.

     On cross examination, the claimant admitted having undergone

a functional capacity evaluation examination during the last

summer.  He admitted that the evaluator had rated him as being able

to perform medium work.  However, he testified that he strongly

disagreed with this rating.  The claimant also admitted that he was

aware of Dr. Schlesinger’s impairment rating for his back injury.

     He admitted to being retired from the Highway Department

since October.  The claimant admitted his last day of work was

April 18th.  He admitted to using vacation and sick leave from April

until July.      

     With respect to other limitations, the claimant testified 

that he suffers from lupus anticoagulant, arthritis, and

hypertension.  He admitted that the arthritis is in his hands,

shoulder and back.  According to the claimant, he has suffered from

this for about ten (10) years.  The claimant could not recall if

his 1990 problem was at the L5-S1 level.  He admitted that he had
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low back and right leg pain with this problem.  However, he further

admitted that the surgery by Dr. Jouett relieved his right leg pain

completely.  The claimant also admitted to going back to work at

full, unrestricted duty.

      The claimant denied having any restrictions from 1990 through

up and until 2007.  The claimant admitted that during this period

of time, he missed approximately two to three days a year due to

his back condition.  He admitted to having worked overtime during

emergencies, wrecks or snow.  The claimant admitted that once he

was released by Dr Jouett in July of 1990, he did not continue him

on any of the prescription pain medication for his back.  However,

according to the claimant, years later he would take Tylenol

Arthritis for his hands and shoulder.  However, he admitted that he

was able to operate machinery with the arthritis medicine, as he

suffered no side-effects from it.  The claimant admitted that no

doctor ever gave him any permanent physical restrictions or an

anatomical impairment rating due to his arthritic condition.  He

also admitted that he has never received any permanent anatomical

impairment rating or physical impairment from any doctor on account

of his blood pressure or Lupus condition.

    The claimant admitted when he got injured in 2007, an MRI

revealed disc herniations at L4/5.  He further admitted that he did

not go back and ask the Highway Department if they had any work he

could perform because he knew that there was not anything he could
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do there.  The claimant maintains that since he was unable to work,

he retired, since he was eligible.  He admitted to having stated in

Answers to Interrogatories that his retirement was around $1,893.96

before they started deducting insurance.  He also admitted to

having drawn short-term disability from April 18, to September of

2007, as this was a short-term disability policy.  The claimant

agreed that if it had not been for his last injury, he would be

able to perform all the duties that he was performing at the time

of his April 18, 2007 injury.  

     Mrs. Patricia White, the claimant’s wife, also gave testimony

during the hearing.  She essentially admitted that the claimant had

problems during their trip to Branson.  According to Mrs. White,

she had to bring along a microwave so the claimant could heat up

his heating pad.  She also testified that after the functional

capacity evaluation, the claimant sat in the recliner and took pain

pills for at least two days.

     A review of the medical evidence shows that the claimant was

admitted to St. Vincent Infirmary by Dr. Ray Jouett on March 5,

1990, for a lumbar myelogram, which revealed evidence of a large

extradural defect at L5-S1.  The claimant was discharged home on

March 8, 1990.  

     Dr. Jouett stated on March 14, 1990 that the claimant 

had underwent a lumbar laminectomy with the finding of an extruded

nucleus pulposus. He further reported that postop, the claimant’s
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pain had been relieved.  On May 7, 1990, Dr. Jouett reported that

the claimant was released to return to regular work, effective May

14, 1990.  

     On April 21, 2007, the claimant was seen by Dr. Bates due to

lower back pain, as a result of him having twisted the wrong way at

work.  His assessed the claimant with, “lumbar strain, gout,

hypertension, hyperglycemia, gastritis, DDJ at multiple sites, and

a history of two prior DVT’s of the right lower extremity.”  Dr.

Bates prescribed medication for the claimant’s back and recommended

rest and heat to the back.  

     Dr. Bates restricted the claimant from working from April 23,

2007 until April 26, 2007, as he directed him to return to work on

April 27, 2007.

     The claimant returned for follow-up care with Dr. Bates for

his lumbar pain on April 26, 2007.  He reported to Dr. Bates that

he was approximately thirty percent (30%) improved since his April

21, 2007 visit.  The claimant denied any other complaints.  Dr.

Bates again assessed the claimant with “lumbar strain, gout,

hypertension, hyperglycemia, gastritis, DDJ at multiple sites, and

a history of two prior DVT’s of the right lower extremity.”  He

recommended rest, heat to back, and took the claimant off work from

April 23, until April 30, 2007.  The claimant was directed to

return for follow-up care if his symptoms persisted.  

     On April 30, 2007, the claimant reported that he had no
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significant improvement in his back pain.  Therefore, Dr. Bates

extended the claimant’s work leave to May 7, 2007. 

      The claimant underwent an MRI of the lumbar spine on May 3,

2007, with the following conclusion:

      1.  L4-L5 broad-based bulging disc with superimposed left  
          paracentral HNP.  The HNP effaces the ventral thecal 
          sac and along with ligamentum flavum hypertrophy 
          results in mild central canal stenosis. Facet 
          arthropathy with biforaminal stenosis that is mild to  
          moderate-grade with abutment of the exiting L4 nerve   
          roots.
   2.  L5-S1 previous right hemilaminectomy.  Bulging disc
          that is broad-based without evidence of focal disc     
          reprolapse.  Central annular rent.  Biforaminal
          stenosis that is mild in severity is also noted.       
     

     The claimant saw Dr. Bates on May 7, 2007, he assessed the

claimant with L4-L5 herniated nucleus pulposus, among other things.

He continued the claimant off work for the next two weeks, referred

him to Dr. Scott Schlesinger for a neurosurgical consultation and

gave him a medication regimen.  

    On May 16, 2007, the claimant saw Dr. Schlesinger for a

neurosurgical consultation due to a chief complaint of low back

pain.  Dr. Schlesinger reported the following medical decision

making:

  Interpretation of Data: MRI of the lumbar spine reveals
  postoperative changes in the lumbar spine.  There is a
  small left L4-5 disc herniation and he has spinal    
  stenosis at the L4-5 level.  There are degenerative  
  changes at L4-5 and L5-S1.

  His plain x-rays reveal degenerative changes at L4-5 
  and L5-S1 more severe.
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Impression/Plan/Discussion: I would like to treat him
conservatively, and I set up lumbar epidural injections
and post-injection therapy protocol.  I will have him
off work until we have got this started.

     Dr. Bates saw the claimant on May 21, 2007 for follow-up of

his lumbar back pain and L4-L5 disc herniation.  At that time, he

continued the claimant’s current plan of care with Dr. Schlesinger

and directed him to stay off work until released by Dr.

Schlesinger.

     The claimant was directed by Dr. Schlesinger to refrain from

working from May 31, 2007, until June 4, 2007. 

      Dr. Bates also continued to treat the claimant for his back

condition.  On June 5, 2007, he continued the claimant’s work leave

until June 25, 2007.  

     The claimant underwent an epidural steroid injection at 

L5-S1, on June 14, 2007, with Dr. Schlesinger due to a diagnosis of

lumbar disc displacement.

     On June 20, 2007, Dr. Bates extended the claimant’s work leave

until July 9, 2007 due to his back injury.

     The claimant underwent another epidural injection at L5-S1 on

June 28, 2007, with Dr. Schlesinger.  Also, on June 28, 2007, the

claimant reported back for physical therapy treatment under the

care of Ms. Jessica Brown.  

    Dr. Schlesinger directed the claimant on July 9, 2007 to

refrain from working until July 23, 2007.  

      On July 9, 2007, Dr. Schlesinger reported, in pertinent part
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the following to Dr. Bates concerning his care of the claimant:

Mr. White was back today in follow-up.  He has had the
three epidural injections but, unfortunately, continues
to suffer.  In fact, he thinks he is worse with a recent
pop of his back that he felt.

I am going to go ahead and get a new MRI of the lumbar
spine and I will update you after this is done.  I will
keep you abreast of his developments.           

    An MRI of the lumbar spine on July 20, 2007, revealed the

following conclusion:

1.  Mixed broad-based bulge at the L5-S1 level results in
    light effacement of the exiting left L5 nerve root 
    laterally and abutment of the descending right S1  
    nerve.  There is evidence of prior right-sided     
    hemilaminectomy at this level.

2.  Broad-based bulge most pronounced in a left 
         paracentral position with a left paracentral anular
         rent at the L4-L5 level results in abutment of the
         exiting left L4 nerve root laterally with light 
         effacement of the descending left and abutment 
         of the descending right L5 nerves. 

     Dr. Schlesinger reported the following to Dr. Bates on July

20, 2007.

Mr. White was back today in follow-up.  He has had a new
MRI of the lumbar spine.  This study reveals no evidence
of a surgically treatable problem.  He has significant
degenerative changes.

I think the only thing left to do is get a functional
capacity evaluation.  I will see him back after this.  I
will keep you abreast of his developments.  I think he
has reached maximum medical improvement.       

      The claimant continued to see Dr. Bates for follow-up care of

his lumbar condition.     

     On August 7, 2007, the claimant underwent a functional  
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capacity evaluation, with the following conclusion:

Mr. Robert White underwent functional evaluation this
date with reliable results.

Overall, Mr. White demonstrates the ability to work    
in the MEDIUM classification of work according to      
the guidelines established by the U. S. Department     
of Labor over the course of a normal workday.       

     Dr. Schlesinger continued the claimant’s off work status on

August 16, 2007, until August 27, 2007.  On August 24, 2007, Dr. 

Schlesinger continued the claimant’s off work status until

September 7, 2007.

     On August 24, 2007, Dr. Schlesinger reported the following to

Dr. Bates concerning the claimant’s back condition.

He had the functional capacity evaluation done for his
Workman’s Comp follow-through.  The limitations imposed
on this were outlined.  They thought he was limited to
the medium level category of work.  There are specific
limitations outlined in this comprehensive evaluation,
which the Workman’s Comp folks have.

I am going to release him from further neurosurgical care
as, unfortunately, there is nothing further I can do for
him.  Given that there is no sciatica but just back pain,
he unfortunately just does not have a surgical cure.
This nice gentleman I believe is motivated in desiring to
do work, but I do not think he is going to be able to
return to the kind of work he was previously doing.
However, again, the limitations are well outlined in his
FCE.

     Dr. Bates reported,in pertinent part on September 7, 2007,

 the following:

This patient is presented to my office for followup.  He
informs me he needs two weeks off work to try and get his
Workman’s Comp issues squared away.  If he is not
disabled he feels he will retire.  H does not feel he can
perform any type of meaningful employment due to
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persistent back pain.

Dr. Bates continued the claimant’s routine medication and care, and

took him of work for two weeks, as he requested.  

     The claimant continued to treat with Dr. Bates.  On September

18, 2007, he continued the claimant’s medication.

   On October 1, 2007, he reported, in pertinent part the

following:

This patient is presented to my office with a request for
a refill of pain medication.  He also wants to stay off
work for another couple of weeks.  He is still in the
process of trying to see if he will receive any Workman’s
Compensation benefits from his back injury.  He denies
any other complaints.

Dr. Bates continued the claimant’s off work status for the next

three weeks at his request.

     In a letter dated October 8, 2007, Dr. Schlesinger reported

the following:

Mr. White has reached maximum medical improvement and has
been released.  I would state, based upon the patient’s
history, that the work injury resulted in his present
condition.  I have given him a 7% permanent partial
disability rating for his back if he has never been rated
before.  This may have to be altered if he has previously
had a rating.  If this is the case, then I would give him
an additional rating of 1% for the new problem if he has
a prior back rating.  If not, I would give him a 7%
rating for the present situation.

On December 6, 2007, Dr. Bates saw the claimant for a physical

examination and to discuss medication management.  Dr. Bates

wrote: “He feels he will need chronic pain medication management

because of his chronic pain.  He retired from work because of the
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pain.  He denies any other complaints.”  At this time, Dr. Bates

continued the claimant’s medication regimen.                     

                        ADJUDICATION  

     The instant claimant asserts that he is permanently and 

totally disabled as a result of his compensable back injury of

April 18, 2007; or in the alternative, that he sustained wage-loss

disability in excess of his assigned and accepted 1% anatomical 

impairment rating.            

    “Permanent total disability” is the inability, because of

compensable injury or occupational disease, to earn any meaningful

wages in the same or other employment.  Ark. Code Ann. §

11-9-519(e).  The burden of proof shall be on the employee to prove

inability to earn any meaningful wage in the same or other

employment. Id. In considering claims for permanent partial

disability benefits in excess of the employee's percentage of

permanent physical impairment, the Workers’ Compensation Commission

may take into account, in addition to the percentage of permanent

physical impairment, such factors as the employee's age, education,

work experience, and other matters reasonably expected to affect

his or her future earning capacity.  Ark. Code Ann.§ 11-9-522(b)

(1).  In considering factors that may affect an employee's future

earning capacity, the Court considers the claimant's motivation to

return to work, since a lack of interest or a negative attitude

impedes an assessment of the claimant's loss of earning capacity.
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Ellison v. Therma Tru, 71 Ark. App. 410, 30 S.W.3d 769 (2000).

     After weighing the evidence impartially and without giving 

the benefit of the doubt to any party, I find that the claimant 

has failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that he is

totally and permanently disabled as a result of his compensable

back injury.  He has also failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that he sustained any wage-loss disability, over and above

his assigned 1% anatomical impairment rating. 

     The claimant was 54 years old as of the date of the hearing.

He has a 12th grade education and some vocational training as a

welder.  However, the claimant testified that he has never used

these skills in any of his employment.  The claimant previously

worked as a stock boy and operated machinery for machined parts and

things of that nature.  He worked for the Highway Department for

approximately thirty years.  Upon hire with the respondent-

employer, the claimant worked as a laborer for almost six months.

The claimant next performed duties as a mower operator and truck

driver, as he performed the duties of this position until

approximately 1987.  At which time, the claimant began performing

duties as a backhoe operator for approximately one year.  The

claimant’s most recent job with the Highway Department entailed

those duties as a motor grader operator.  At the time of his

compensable injury, the claimant worked performing said duties as

a motor grader operator.  
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     The claimant’s weekly rate of pay at the time of his injury

was $721.00.  As of the date of the hearing, the claimant had

retired from the Highway Department with full retirement benefits.

During the hearing, the claimant agreed that his monthly retirement

from the High Department is approximately $1,893.96, before any

withholdings.

     The claimant has undergone extensive conservative treatment

for his compensable back injury.  On August 7, 2007, the claimant

underwent a functional capacity evaluation, with reliable results,

as the claimant demonstrated the ability to work in the medium

classification of work according to the guidelines established by

the U.S. Department of Labor over the course of a normal workday.

      In a letter dated August 24, 2007, Dr. Schlesinger pronounced

maximum medical healing for the claimant’s compensable injury (the

parties stipulated that the claimant reached maximum medical

improvement as of July 20, 2007, for his compensable injury), and

released him from further neurosurgical care. Dr. Schlesinger

essentially opined that since the claimant had no sciatica, just

back pain, there was nothing from a surgical standpoint he could

offer the claimant.  Subsequently, in a letter dated October 8,

2007, Dr. Schlesinger assigned the claimant a 1% permanent partial

disability rating for his new/compensable back injury.  While I 

recognize that the claimant may be somewhat limited in his ability

to perform his prior work as a motor grader operator, and the fact
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that Dr. Schlesinger has opined that he believes that the claimant

will be unable to perform the kind of work he has previously done;

however, the claimant essentially admitted that he has not sought

other suitable employment within his medium work capacity with the

Highway Department or any other employer.  As of the date of the

hearing, the claimant was not seeking employment, as he is now

drawing retirement from the Highway Department. Hence, the

claimant’s lack of motivation and interest in pursuing other

suitable work substantially impedes assessment of his loss of

earning capacity.  

      No examining or treating physician has opined that the  

instant claimant is unable to perform suitable work within the

medium work capacity, or that he is permanently and totally

disabled. Moreover, there is no probative evidence of record

demonstrating that the claimant is permanently and totally disabled

or unable to perform suitable work at the medium work level with

the Highway Department or some other employer.

     On the basis of the record as a whole, I am unable  to find

that because of his compensable back injury, the claimant is

incapable of earning any meaningful wages in other employment.

Therefore, I am constrained to find that the claimant has failed to

prove by a preponderance of the evidence that he is permanently and

totally disabled as a result of his compensable back injury.  

     Considering the claimant’s age, education, work experience, 
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1% anatomical impairment rating, ability to perform medium work

capacity, and his lack of motivation or interest to seek work

within this capacity with the Highway Department or some other

employer, I find that the claimant has failed to prove by a

preponderance of the evidence that he suffered any wage-loss

disability, in excess of his 1% anatomical impairment rating.  As

a result, this claim is hereby respectfully denied and dismissed in

its entirety.  All other issues in this matter are hereby rendered

moot and have therefore not been addressed herein this Opinion.  

            FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW  

1.  The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has  
    jurisdiction of the within claim.         

2.  The employee-employer-carrier relationship existed 
    at all other relevant times, including April 18, 

         2007.

3.  Respondents #1 have accepted the claim and paid    
    claimant a 1% impairment rating, temporary total 

         disability, and medical benefits.

4.  Claimant’s compensation rates are $450.00 and 
         $338.00.

5.  Claimant reached maximum medical improvement as of 
         July 20, 2007.

6.  The claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance
    of the evidence that he is permanently and totally

         disabled.

7.  The claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance
    of the evidence that he suffered any wage-loss     

         disability in excess of his 1% anatomical impairment
         rating. 
        

                      ORDER 
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     The claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that he is permanently and totally disabled, or that he

sustained any wage-loss disability, over and above his 1%

anatomical impairment rating.  Therefore, for the reasons discussed

herein this Opinion, this claim must be, and hereby is,

respectfully denied.                     

      IT IS SO ORDERED.

__________________________
CHANDRA HICKS
Administrative Law Judge
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